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Abstract
Abstract
We
Wedescribe
describeexperiments
experimentsaimed
aimedatatassessing
assessingthe
thesuitability
suitabilityof
ofions
ionsheld
heldininaaPenning
Penningtrap
trapasasaacandidate
candidatesystem
systemfor
forquantum
quantuminformation
informationprocessing
processing(QIP).
(QIP).InInan
anexperiment
experimentemploying
employing
24
+
24Mg +ions we have demonstrated a method that improves Doppler cooling in the Penning trap, resulting in ions that are more tightly localised than would otherwise be the case. Our
Mg ions we have demonstrated a method that improves Doppler cooling in the Penning trap, resulting in ions that are more tightly localised than would otherwise be the case. Our
+
+
measurements
measurementsshow
showthat
thatcooling
coolingof
ofthe
themagnetron
magnetronmotion
motionisisimproved
improvedusing
usingthis
thisnovel
novelscheme.
scheme.All
Allthe
thesingly
singlycharged
chargedalkaline-earth
alkaline-earthanions
anionsapart
apartfrom
fromBe
Be+and
andMg
Mg+have
havemetastable
metastableDD
states
statesthat
thatcause
causecomplications
complicationsfor
forlaser
lasercooling.
cooling.As
Asaaresult,
result,up
upuntil
untilnow,
now,only
onlythese
thesetwo
twospecies
specieshave
havebeen
beenlaser
lasercooled
cooledininaaPenning
Penningtrap.
trap.InInaaseparate
separateexperiment
experimentwe
wehave
haveperformed
performed
40
+
Doppler
Dopplercooling
coolingof
of 40Ca
Ca+ions
ionsininaaPenning
Penningtrap
trapfor
forthe
thefirst
firsttime.
time.

Introduction
Introduction

Figure 4. Damping rate measurements.

We
Wereport
reporton
onprogress
progressininexperiments
experimentsaimed
aimedatatassessing
assessingindividually
individuallyaddressable
addressablelaser
lasercooled
cooledions
ionsheld
heldininaaPenning
Penning
trap
trapasasaacandidate
candidatesystem
systemfor
forQuantum
QuantumInformation
InformationProcessing
Processing(QIP).
(QIP).The
ThePenning
Penningtrap
trapemploys
employsstatic
staticelectric
electricand
and
magnetic
magneticfields
fieldsasasopposed
opposedtotothe
theoscillating
oscillatingelectric
electricfield
fieldemployed
employedininthe
themore
morefamiliar
familiarradio
radiofrequency
frequencyPaul
Pauloror
linear
lineartraps.
traps.As
Asaaresult,
result,the
thedecoherence
decoherencerate
ratemay
mayprove
provetotobe
besignificantly
significantlylower
lowerininthis
thissystem.
system.The
Themotion
motionofofan
an
ion
ionininaaPenning
Penningtrap
trapconsists
consistsofofaaharmonic
harmonicoscillation
oscillationininthe
theelectrostatic
electrostaticpotential
potentialwell
wellalong
alongthe
theaxis
axisofofthe
thetrap
trapand
and
an
anepicyclic
epicyclicsuperposition
superpositionofoftwo
twocircular
circularmotions
motionsininthe
theradial
radialplane:
plane:the
themodified
modifiedcyclotron
cyclotronmotion
motionand
andaaslower
slower
E×B
E×Bdrift
driftaround
aroundthe
thecentre
centreofofthe
thetrap,
trap,the
themagnetron
magnetronmotion.
motion.As
Asaaresult
resultofofthe
therather
rathercomplicated
complicatedmotion
motionofofions
ionsinin
aaPenning
Penningtrap,
trap,laser
lasercooling
coolingisisless
lessstraightforward
straightforwardthan
thanititisisininaaradio
radiofrequency
frequencytrap.
trap.One
Oneconsequence
consequenceisisthat
thatthe
the
cooling
coolinglaser
laserbeam
beammust
mustbe
beoffset
offsetfrom
fromthe
thecentre
centreofof the
thetrap.
trap.The
Themagnetron
magnetronmotion
motionisisparticularly
particularlydifficult
difficulttoto
minimize
are
asaswell
minimizesosothat
thatsingle
singleions
ions
are+not
notusually
usually
welllocalized
localizedasasthey
theyare
areininaaradio
radiofrequency
frequencytrap.
trap. Our
Ourexperiments
experiments
24
40
+
are
arecarried
carriedout
outusing
usingeither
either 24Mg
Mg+ions
ionsoror 40Ca
Ca+ions.
ions.

Axialisation
Axialisation
Axialisation
Axialisationisisthe
theprocess
processby
bywhich
whichparticles
particlesininaaPenning
Penningtrap
trapare
aredriven
driventowards
towardsthe
thecentral
centralaxis
axisofofthe
thetrap
trap[1].
[1].ItIt
occurs
occurswhen
whenthe
theefficient
efficientcooling
coolingofofthe
thecyclotron
cyclotronmotion
motionisiseffectively
effectivelyextended
extendedtotothe
themagnetron
magnetronmotion
motionby
bymeans
means
ofofaacoupling
between
the
two.
Axialisation
has
been
used
in
conjunction
with
buffer
gas
cooling
to
increase
storage
coupling between the two. Axialisation has been used in conjunction with buffer gas cooling to increase storage
times
timesininPenning
Penningtraps
trapsand
andtotoincrease
increasethe
thedensity
densityofofion
ionclouds.
clouds.Combined
Combinedwith
withlaser
lasercooling,
cooling,very
verylow
lowtemperatures
temperatures
should
shouldbe
bereached.
reached. The
Theprocess
processofofaxialisation
axialisationisisdriven
drivenby
byaaradial
radialquadrupole
quadrupolefield
fieldatatωωc cgenerated
generatedby
byaasplit
splitring
ring
electrode.
The
excitation
causes
the
quantum
number
of
the
cyclotron
motion
to
increase
by
1
electrode. The excitation causes the quantum number of the cyclotron motion to increase by 1 and
andthat
that ofof the
the
magnetron
to
decrease
by
1.
This
reduces
the
magnetron
radius
r
and
increases
the
cyclotron
radius
r
.
The
magnetron to decrease by 1. This reduces the magnetron radius mrm and increases the cyclotron radius crc. Theexcess
excess
energy
energyininthe
thecyclotron
cyclotronmotion
motionisisthen
thenrapidly
rapidlyremoved
removedby
bythe
thelaser
lasercooling.
cooling.The
Theprocess
processcan
canbe
bedescribed
describedby
bythe
the
following
equations:
following equations:
drdrm/dt
drdrc/dt
/dt==δrδrmm−−γγcrccr,c,
/dt==−−δrδrc c−−γγmmrmrm
c
m
where
whereγγc cand
andγγmmare
arethe
thecooling
coolingrates
ratesfor
forthe
thetwo
twomotions
motionsand
andδδisisthe
thecoupling
couplingrate
ratedue
duetotothe
therfrffield.
field.Various
Various
solutions
solutionstotothe
theequations
equationscan
canbe
befound:
found:ininFigure
Figure11we
weshow
showsimulations
simulations2ofof(a)
(a)oscillation
oscillationbetween
betweenmagnetron
magnetronand
and
cyclotron
motions
when
the
damping
rates
are
zero;
(b)
axialisation
when
δ
2> − γ γ ; and (c) a stable orbit with finite
cyclotron motions
when the damping rates are zero; (b) axialisation when δ > − γc cγmm; and (c) a stable orbit with finite
2
radius
Thesituation
situationinin(c)
(c)arises
ariseswith
withlaser
lasercooling
coolingififthe
thedamping
dampingrates
ratesare
arelarge
largeand
andofofopposite
opposite
radiuswhen
whenδδ2==−−γγcγcγmm. .The
sign;
sign;the
theorbit
orbitthen
thenexpands,
expands,reducing
reducingthe
theinteraction
interactionwith
withthe
thelaser
laserbeam,
beam,until
untilthe
theequality
equalityisissatisfied.
satisfied.Note
Notethat
thatwith
with
laser
lasercooling
coolingthe
thevalues
valuesofofthe
thedamping
dampingcoefficients
coefficientscan
canbe
bevaried
variedby
bychanging
changingthe
thelaser
laserfrequency
frequencyand
andposition.
position.

+
Doppler
Doppler cooling
cooling of
ofCa
Ca+in
inaaPenning
Penning Trap
Trap
The relevant energy levels for Ca+ are shown in Figure
5. In contrast to Be+ and Mg+, the Doppler cooling of Ca+
in an rf trap (i.e. in the absence of a magnetic field) requires
two lasers. This is because the branching ratio from the
2
P1/2 state is approximately 16:1 in favour of returning to
the ground state. Therefore, after of order 16 optical cycles
the ion will fall into the metastable D3/2 state and laser
cooling will be turned off. Doppler cooling therefore
requires one laser on the 397 nm 2S1/2 – 2P1/2 cooling
transition and one at 866 nm to repump ions that fall into
the 2D3/2 state back into the cooling cycle. Clearly, due to
the far greater number of levels and transitions, laser
cooling of Ca+ will be significantly more complicated in the
Penning trap than in an rf trap.
For QIP studies in Ca+, the metastable 2D5/2 state can act
as the upper level of the qubit transition. This state has a
lifetime of 1.1 s. The 2S1/2 – 2D5/2 single photon quadrupole
transition at 729 nm can conveniently be accessed using a
Ti:Sapphire laser. For the purposes of Doppler cooling, the
397 nm and 866 nm transitions can be accessed using diode
lasers. One major complication for Ca+ in a Penning trap is
that two lasers near 397 nm are required to cover the two
Zeeman-split components of the 2S1/2 – 2P1/2 transition. At
the same time, the 866 nm transition splits into six
components (see Figure 6). In this poster we report
successful laser cooling of Ca+ in a Penning trap with a
magnetic field of 1 T, by driving all of the required
components directly with optical radiation.
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Figure 5. Partial energy level diagram for Ca+ showing Zeeman sublevels for a magnetic field of 1 T.
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Figure 6. The six transitions between D 3/2 and P1/2.

Figure 1. Simulations of the different possible types of orbit when axialisation is performed.

Experiment
Demonstration
Demonstrationof
ofAxialisation
Axialisation

24
+
24
+
We
Wereport
reportaastudy
studyofofthe
theaxialization
axializationand
andlaser
lasercooling
coolingofofsingle
single 24Mg
Mg+ions
ionsand
andsmall
smallclouds
cloudsofof 24Mg
Mg+ions
ionsininaa
Penning
Penningtrap.
trap.Our
Ourset-up
set-upconsists
consistsofofaaPenning
Penningtrap
trapwith
withan
aninternal
internalradius
radiusofof10
10mm
mmininan
anelectromagnet
electromagnetgenerating
generatingaa
field
of
roughly
1
T
[2].
The
ring
electrode
is
split
into
four
segments.
Magnesium
ions
are
trapped
and
laser
field of roughly 1 T [2]. The ring electrode is split into four segments. Magnesium ions are trapped and lasercooled
cooled
with
withlight
lightatat280
280nm.
nm.The
Thefluorescence
fluorescenceisisdetected
detectedby
byaaphotomultiplier
photomultiplierwhich
whichfeeds
feedspulses
pulsestotoan
anMCA
MCA(to
(tomeasure
measure
the
thefluorescence
fluorescencerate)
rate)ororaaTAC
TAC(for
(forphoton
photoncorrelation
correlationstudies).
studies).Some
Someofofthe
thelight
lightcan
canbe
beimaged
imagedon
onan
anICCD
ICCDwith
withaa
pixel
pixelsize
sizeofof13
13µm
µmand
andaamagnification
magnificationofof~~1.1.IfIfthe
thefluorescence
fluorescencesignal
signalisismonitored
monitoredby
bythe
thephoto-multiplier
photo-multiplieran
an
increase
is
observed
immediately
when
the
cyclotron
drive
is
applied,
as
the
size
of
the
cloud
is
reduced
and
the
increase is observed immediately when the cyclotron drive is applied, as the size of the cloud is reduced and theions
ions
are
aremore
morestrongly
stronglycooled.
cooled. Figure
Figure22shows
showsthe
thefluorescence
fluorescencesignal
signal asasthe
thedrive
drive frequency
frequencyisis scanned
scanned around
aroundthe
the
resonance.
resonance.When
Whenthe
thelaser
laserbeam
beamisisininits
itsnormal
normalposition
position(offset
(offsetfrom
fromthe
thetrap
trapcente)
cente)aabroad
broadresonance
resonanceisisobserved
observed
(a)
(a)but
butwhen
whenititisismoved
movedsosothat
thatititgoes
goesthrough
throughthe
thecentre
centreofofthe
thecloud
cloud(making
(makingγγmmnegative)
negative)aamuch
muchmore
morenarrow
narrow
resonance
is
seen
(b)
as
cooling
can
now
only
take
place
when
the
drive
is
resonant
[3].
resonance is seen (b) as cooling can now only take place when the drive is resonant [3].

The trap used in these experiments is a conventional Penning
trap for which the inner diameter of the ring electrode is 10 mm and the
endcap separation is 7 mm. The trap is located between the pole-pieces
of a conventional electromagnet providing a maximum magnetic field
of 0.98 T. The magnetic field is applied along the axis of the trap
between the two endcaps. With the magnet switched off it is possible to
run the trap as a conventional Paul (rf) trap. The laser beams enter the
trapping region through a hole in the ring electrode and pass out
through a diametrically opposed hole. Fluorescence from the ions is
detected through a third hole in the ring electrode at 90° to the laser
access holes. Fluorescence light from trapped ions is imaged onto the
photocathode of a photon-counting photomultiplier tube (PMT) situated
outside the magnetic field above the trap.
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Figure 7. Optical set-up.

Figure 7 shows the optical set-up used for the experiment. We use two blue diode lasers in extended cavity
arrangements to generate light at 397 nm. These lasers produce up to ~ 1 mW of useful output power. When focused to a
~ 100 µm spot in the trap this amount of laser power can easily saturate the cooling transition (the saturation power is
around 30 µW). The blue laser polarisation is set to excite the π-components of the 397 nm transition. The 866 nm light
is generated using home-built extended cavity diode lasers with final output powers of 12 mW. The injection current to
these infra-red lasers is modulated to impose sidebands on the laser output. The carrier of each laser is then tuned half
way between a pair of the σ transitions shown in figure 6. The sidebands provide the required repumping radiation.The
blue and IR beams are mixed on a dichroic mirror. Beam splitters are used to mix laser beams of similar wavelength. All
light entering the trap is focused through a single lens into the middle of the trap. All the laser beams can be moved in
unison in the trap using a single mirror before the lens.

Results
Figure 2. Plots of fluorescence as a function of the axialisation drive frequency. Axialisation enables laser cooling to be performed in the
Penning trap with the laser beam centred on the ion orbit .

Images
Imagesof
ofthe
thecloud
cloud
The
TheICCD
ICCDimages
images(Figure
(Figure3a)
3a)show
showaalarge
largecloud
cloudbefore
beforeand
andafter
afterthe
thedrive
driveisisturned
turnedon
on(but
(butbefore
beforeoptimisation
optimisationofof
the
theaxialisation
axialisationconditions
conditionshas
hasbeen
beenperformed),
performed),showing
showingthat
thatcompression
compressionofofthe
thecloud
cloudhas
hasbeen
beenachieved.
achieved.Figure
Figure3b
3b
shows
showsan
animage
imageofofan
anoptimised
optimisedsingle
singleion.
ion.The
Themeasured
measuredsize
sizeofofthe
theorbit
orbitisisdetermined
determinedtotobe
beofofthe
theorder
orderofof10
10µm
µm
ororless
after
allowing
for
the
finite
resolution
of
the
camera.
The
equivalent
temperature
for
the
single
ion
is
less after allowing for the finite resolution of the camera. The equivalent temperature for the single ion isofoforder
order
10
10mK
mK[3].
[3].Finally,
Finally,Figure
Figure3c
3cshows
showsthe
thecloud
cloudsize
sizeand
andshape
shapefor
forvarious
variousdetunings
detuningsofofthe
therfrfdrive.
drive.
a

b

One blue laser is scanned from below resonance up to
resonance in 1 s and the fluorescence recorded. Figure 8
shows a fluorescence trace for a small cloud of ions laser
cooled in this way. The minimum temperature of the ions is
limited by the difficulty associated with effectively cooling
the magnetron motion. In general therefore one would not
expect to achieve cooling to the Doppler limit in the Penning
trap. An upper bound on the temperature of the ions can be
estimated from the width of the trace. For the trace shown in
Figure 8 this is found to ~ 1 K.

Figure 8. Fluorescence intensity vs. detuning of one of the
blue lasers.

c

Conclusions
Conclusions

Figure 3. ICCD images of ion clouds.

Measurement
Measurementof
ofDamping
Damping Rates
Rates
We
Wehave
havemeasured
measuredthe
thecooling
coolingrates
ratesfor
forthe
theion
ionmotions
motionsusing
usingan
anrf-photon
rf-photoncorrelation
correlationtechnique
technique[see
[see4].
4].By
Bydriving
driving
the
theions
ionswith
withaaweak
weakrfrffield
fieldclose
closetotoaamotional
motionalresonance,
resonance,the
thephase
phasedifference
differencebetween
betweenthe
thedrive
driveand
andthe
thedriven
driven
motion
motioncan
canbe
befound.
found.Moving
Movingthrough
throughthe
theresonance,
resonance,this
thisphase
phasedifference
differencechanges
changesby
byππ(as
(asfor
forany
anydriven
drivenharmonic
harmonic
oscillator)
oscillator)and
andthe
thewidth
widthofofthe
thecurve
curvegives
givesthe
thecooling
coolingrate.
rate.InInearlier
earlierexperiments
experimentswe
wemeasured
measuredthis
thisrate
ratefor
forboth
both
cyclotron
cyclotron and
and magnetron
magnetron motions
motions and
and found
found the
the magnetron
magnetron cooling
cooling rate
rate toto be
be very
very low,
low, asas expected
expected from
from
calculations.
calculations.We
Wehave
havenow
nowmeasured
measuredthe
therate
rateininthe
thepresence
presenceofofaxialisation
axialisation(see
(seeFigure
Figure4)4)and
andwe
wefind
findthat
thatthe
the
magnetron
magnetroncooling
coolingisisenhanced
enhanceddue
duetotothe
theaxialisation,
axialisation,confirming
confirmingthat
thatthe
thestrong
strongcyclotron
cyclotroncooling
coolingisisextended
extendedtotothe
the
magnetron
magnetronmotion
motionby
bythis
thistechnique.
technique.

We
Wehave
havedemonstrated
demonstratedthat
thataxialisation
axialisationcan
canbe
beused
usedininconjunction
conjunctionwith
withlaser
lasercooling
coolingtotogive
givevery
verytight
tightconfinement
confinement
ofofaasingle
singleion
iontotothe
theaxis
axisofofaaPenning
Penningtrap.
trap.The
Thelaser
lasercooling
coolingrate
ratefor
forthe
the+ magnetron
magnetronmotion
motionisisenhanced
enhancedby
bythis
this
process.
We
have
also
demonstrated
the
trapping
and
laser
cooling
of
Ca
+in a Penning trap. We have therefore
process. We have also demonstrated the trapping and laser cooling of Ca in a Penning trap. We have therefore
overcome
held
ininPenning
traps
asasaaresource
for
QIP.
The
next
step
overcomesome
someofofthe
themajor
majorobjections
objectionstotousing
usingsingle
singleions
ions
held
Penning
traps
resource
for
QIP.
The
next
step
+
ininthis
thisresearch
researchwill
willbe
betototrap
trapand
andlaser
lasercool
coolaasingle
singleCa
Ca+ion
ionininour
ourPenning
Penningtrap
trapand
andperform
performaxialisation
axialisationininthis
this
system.
system.We
Weare
arealso
alsodeveloping
developingaanarrow
narrowlinewidth
linewidth729nm
729nmlaser
lasersystem
systemwhich
whichwe
wewill
willuse
usetotoperform
perform sideband
sideband
cooling
and
also
as
a
means
of
measuring
the
decoherence
rate
in
our
system.
cooling and also as a means of measuring the decoherence rate in our system.
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